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ABSTRACT

This paper reports our results on all tasks of DCASE challenge
2017 which are acoustic scene classification, detection of rare sound
events, sound event detection in real life audio, and large-scale
weakly supervised sound event detection for smart cars. Our pro-
posed methods are developed based on two favorite neural networks
which are convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neu-
ral networks (RNNs). Experiments show that our proposed methods
outperform the baseline.

Index Terms— CNN, RNN, DenseNet, acoustic scene classifi-
cation, sound event detection

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neu-
ral networks (RNNs) have been applied much for various audio
recognition such as music tagging [1], acoustic scene classifi-cation
[2, 3], and sound event detections [4, 5, 6]. CNNs provide an effec-
tive way to capture spatial information of multidimensional data,
while recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are powerful in learning
temporal sequential data. In this paper, we proposed various deep
learning models based on CNNs and RNNs to perform the acous-
tic scene classification and sound event detection of DCASE 2017
challenge. The remainder of paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2, we present about proposed models. The experimental results
for all tasks are discussed in section 3. Finally, conclusions are
given in section 4.

2. PROPOSED METHODS

2.1. Task 1: Acoustic scene classification

In this task we proposed three different approaches that describe
as follow. For the first approach we use mel frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCC) as features and convolutional recurrent neu-
ral networks (CRNN) as classifier method. We extract 60 MFCC
features which are 20 first coefficients, 20 coefficients of the sec-
ond derivative with three different window sizes of 0.02, 0.04 and
0.06 seconds and a hop size of 0.02 seconds. We, then, concate-
nate three 60 MFCC along frequency axis to form 180 dimensional
features. These features are fed into a CRNN model. We design a
CRNN architecture including two sequential CNN blocks and one
GRU layer on top before a fully-connected layer. In particular, each
sequential block consists of a convolutional layer with kernel size of
3, a ReLU activation function, and a batch normalization [7]. The
output of each CNN block is concatenated with the previous input
along frequency domain to increase the number of features before
performing a max pooling. After each max pooling, we adopt a
dropout [8] of 50% to reduce over-fitting problem. The output of

last pooling layer are fed into a GRU layer which is suitable for
modeling the data across long time scales, and finally, a fully con-
nected is produced before predicting the class of the inputs.

For the second approach, the used features are 40 log-mel filter
banks which are extracted from frames with size of 0.04 and hop
size of 0.02 seconds. We employ them as input features to the CNN
model. The CNN model is designed as the same as the CNN part of
the first approach with a little different on top of the network. We
use two fully-connected layers on top before a sofmax layer.

For the third approach, features are constructed from mel fre-
quency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) and log-mel filter banks. We
apply multi-scale windows for both features. In particular, we uti-
lize three different window sizes of 0.02, 0.04, and 0.06 seconds,
and a hop size of 0.02 seconds. For each pair of window size and
hop size as a scale, we extract 20 MFCC features with their first
and second temporal derivatives, which forms 60 dimensional fea-
tures and 40 log-mel filter bank coefficients. After that, we con-
catenate these features along frequency axis, which results in 300-
dimensional features. We feed these features into a CNN model as
similar as the model of the second approach.

The all input features are normalized by subtracting mean and
dividing them with standard deviation computed over the training
set. In training process, we segment audio signal to short samples
with length of 2 seconds which is time length of 100. We train
network using the cross-entropy objective function. Adam [9] with
a learning rate of 0.001 is employed as optimization method.

2.2. Task 2: Detection of rare sound events

This task concentrates on detection three independent events includ-
ing baby crying, glass breaking, and gunshot. We use 40 log mel fil-
ter banks with 40 ms window size and 20 ms hop size for baby cry-
ing and glass breaking events. The used features for gun-shot event
are 60 MFCC features, including the first 20 static coefficients, 20
delta coefficients, and 20 acceleration coefficients using 0.04 sec-
onds window size and 0.02 seconds hop size. These features are fed
into a pCRNN model as illustrated in Fig.2.

We develop a parallel convolutional neural network and recur-
rent neural network that is referred as pCRNN. Both CNN and RNN
blocks also receive a context window of log-mel band ener-gies as
their inputs. The CNN network is composed of ten convolutional
layers with ReLU activation function, and a max-pooling layer af-
ter each two consecutive convolutional layers. The RNN network
include a bidirectional gated recurrent unit layer (BiGRU) and a sin-
gle gated recurrent unit layer (GRU). The outputs of two networks
are merged and fed into a fully connected layer. We adopt a dropout
of 50% after each pooling layer. We use binary cross entropy loss
and Adam optimizer with learning rate of 0.001 for training net-
work.
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Figure 1: Our DenseNet model.

Figure 2: Parallel Convolutional Recurrent Neural Networks for
Task 2&3

2.3. Task 3: Sound event detection in real life audio

Recordings are converted into time-frequency representation using
20 ms window size with Hamming window and 10 ms hop size.
The input for the system is 60 MFCC features, including the first 20
static coefficients, 20 delta coeffi-cients, and 20 acceleration coeffi-
cients. The features are normalized to zero mean and unit variance.
We segment each audio feature into a short window of 1s and feed
into pCRNN network.

Table 1: The acoustic scene classification performance
Model Features Accuracy
Baseline [11] MFCC 74.8
CNN Log-mel 79.1
CNN MFCC + Log-mel (Multiscale) 81.6
CRNN MFCC (Multiscale) 82

2.4. Task 4: Large-scale weakly supervised sound event detec-
tion for smart cars

Audios are resampled to 22050 Hz. We extract 64 log mel-filter
banks with window size of 1024 and hop size of 256 to use as input
features. Given an input, we segment it to regions. Each region
goes through a classifier with sigmoid outputs. In this report, we
introduce a simple method to combine these outputs to get the final
output of the entire input sequence for the classification task. The
final output oe of an event e is derived as

oe =
∑
i

oieatt
i (1)

where oie is the output value of event e w.r.t the ith region, atti is
an attentional weight that control how much a region contribute to
final decision of the classification task. The attentional weight can
be computed in various way. However, due to the limitation of time,
we simply compute atti as

atti =
oie∑
j o

j
e

(2)

After training on the classification task, we can use the classifier as
a detector to recognition sound events through time. Notice that we
only employ the weak labels of both training set and development
set in the training process. The optimal set of parameters is deter-
mined at the peak of F-score of the development set. Moreover, we
develop a DenseNet [10] model as a classifier for the task. Figure 1
illustrates our model. The model consists of six dense blocks, each
block has 4 layers with a growth rate of 20. To make the model
denser, input of a dense block is comprised of not only the output
of its previous block, but also from outputs of two blocks before the
previous one.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this part, we discuss the performance of the proposed methods
and compare to the DCASE 2017 challenge baseline system [11].
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Table 2: Class-wise accuracy of the baseline system and CRNN
model for Task 1.

Scene Baseline [11] CRNN
beach 75.3 85.6
bus 71.8 90.4
cafe/restaurant 57.7 66.0
car 97.1 98.4
city center 90.7 89.1
forest path 79.5 92.3
grocery store 58.7 89.4
home 68.6 72.3
library 57.1 62.5
metro station 91.7 86.9
office 99.7 99.0
park 70.2 69.9
residential area 64.1 78.5
train 58.0 59.9
tram 81.7 89.4
Average 74.8 82.0

3.1. Task 1: Acoustic scene classification

In table 1, we compare the performance of the baseline system to
our proposed methods on TUT Acoustic scene DCASE 2017 chal-
lenge development set. Our proposed method outperform the base-
line system. The CRNN model using MFCC features with multi-
scale window size obtain better performance than other features,
improving 7.2% in comparison with the baseline.

Additionally, table 2 presents a class-wise accuracy of the base-
line system and the best our model CRNN. Although, the results
of some scenes such as city-center, park, and metro station exhib-
ited a little bit worse accuracy than the baseline. However, several
scenes such as grocery store and bus achieve a significant increment
in accuracy from 58.7, 71.8 to 89.1, and 90.4, respectively.

3.2. Task 2: Detection of rare sound events

Table 3 shows the results in event-based error rate and F-score of
baseline system and our pCRNN model for baby cry, glass break,
and gunshot events. Our proposed model improve significantly the
performance with a large margin of 28% in error rate and 13.7% in
f-score in comparison to the baseline system.

3.3. Task 3: Sound event detection in real life audio

In table 4, we compare the average score in both terms error rate
and f-score of model baseline to our pCRNN model. The pCRNN
model improve the error rate performance from 0.69% to 0.59%
in comparison with baseline. Though, the performance on F-score
show slightly lower accuracy.

Table 3: Results in event-based error rate (ER) and F-score of our
pCRNN model and baseline system for Task2

Event Error rate F-score
Baseline [11] pCRNN Baseline [11] pCRNN

Baby cry 0.67 0.22 72.0 88.5
Glass break 0.22 0.16 88.5 91.6
Gunshot 0.69 0.37 57.4 79.2
Average 0.53 0.25 72.7 86.4

Table 4: Results in segment-based ER and F-score for task 3
Model Error rate F-score
Baseline [11] 0.69 56.7
pCRNN 0.59 55.4

3.4. Task 4: Large-scale weakly supervised sound event detec-
tion for smart cars

Besides parameters of models, our system relies much on several
hyperparameters, such as thresholds for outputs, size of median fil-
ter for postprocessing. Particularly, optimal thresholds for outputs
of systems are determined by a grid-search in the training process-
ing. Each class has its own threshold that maximizes F-score of that
class on the development set for the classification task. Table 5 and
6 present our best results on the two subtasks: audio tagging and
sound event detection. These tables show that our results outper-
form the baseline system by a large margin.

Table 5: Results on task 4 subtask A: Audio tagging (Instance-based
evaluation)

Baseline [11] Our model
F-score 10.9 51.81
Precision 7.8 54.14
Recall 17.5 49.67

Table 6: Results on task 4 subtask B: Sound event detection
(Segment-based overall metrics)

Baseline [11] Our model
ER 1.02 0.93
F-score 13.8 40.63

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we proposed various deep learning model are formed
form CNNs and RNNs for all tasks of DCASE 2017 challenge.
Overall, our proposed models outperform the baseline system. For
ASC task, we ob-tained an average accuracy of 82% compared to
the baseline of 74.8%. For rare sound events detection problem, we
achieved a mean error rate of 0.25 and F-score of 86.4%, which are
a signifi-cant improvement in comparison with the baseline with er-
ror rate of 0.53 and F-score of 72.7%. For polyphonic sound events
detec-tion, our approach reported a slight improvement in error rate
of 0.59 and the baseline of 0.69. For task 4, we present a simple
approach for the both two subtasks: audio tagging and sound event
detection. Our model after learning from weakly labelled data can
perform good detection.
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